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Novell Linux Desktop 9

Overview
Novell Linux Desktop 9 is an enterprise-ready user 
productivity environment that gives businesses what they 
need to leverage Linux and open source with confidence.

• Complete Business Productivity Suite
for the most important business tasks 

• Enterprise deployment and maintenance features 
cut costs with pattern-based installs

• Powered by SUSE LINUX 
ensuring high performance, security and reliability

• Backed by Novell 
helping businesses deploy Linux with confidence
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Living ahead of the Adoption Curve

Novell’s Open Desktop Initiative
• More than 85% of employees use OpenOffice.org full-time
• Novell R&D develops & tests on SUSE LINUX
• 2,978 Linux desktop users today (over ½ of the company)

• 1,658 use Linux as their primary operating environment

• This provides real-world input into
• Novell’s Migration offerings to customers
• OpenOffice development efforts
• Novell Linux Desktop development efforts

• Learn more at:  www.novell.com/linux/migrate
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ODI is not Novell Linux Desktop (NLD)

ODI is a perfect illustration of want can be achieved with 
properly planned Linux migration. Leveraging the tools 
from the Novell Linux Desktop 9, SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server 9 and ZENworks Linux Management, Novell IS&T 
adapted NLD to its users needs and corporate policies.



Customizing Novell Linux Desktop
for your company
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Customizing the Desktop

How can I tweak the desktop distribution so that I can 
just run the install and be done?

Tuning the distribution for the needs of your organization

• Package selection

• Changes to default settings

• Adding backgrounds, templates, etc.

• Adding software packages

Today's session:  Creating the “MyCompany.com” edition 
of the Novell Linux Desktop 9, powered by SUSE LINUX
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Session Overview

• The flow of control/process overview

• Downloading software and building software

• Modifying menus

• Creating RPM packages from scratch

• Hooking into SuSEconfig for on-going invocation

• Bundling everything up into your own installation media

• Using firstboot

• Concluding thoughts

• Q&A
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Process Overview

• Make a plan

• Collect your applications, files, etc.

• Determine what customizations you want

• Build tools to apply the customizations

• Package everything up in RPMs

• Unpack the distribution media

• Add the RPMs to the distribution

• Update installation configuration files

• Burn CDs, DVDs, etc.

• Test and go!
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MyCompany.com Distribution Plan

Download, build and test linsmith-0.8.4

Create a Gnome and KDE menu item for linsmith

Build RPMs for linsmith

Add a desktop wallpaper for MyCompany.com

Customize desktop menus to match company terminology

Build a SuSEconfig script to update the default menus

Build RPMs for MyCompany.com items

Update distribution media

Test and update as needed



Downloading and Building 
Software
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Package Building Overview

• Get your tools in place (SDK, etc.)

• Download and unpack your software

• Check README, INSTALL or similar files for special 
installation notes, dependencies, etc.

• If needed, run ./configure or ./autogen.sh to 
configure the software

• Build, install, and test the software

• If RPM .spec files are included, build the RPMs, if 
not...



SourceForge.net—a good source for open source software

Some projects only distribute source code
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INSTALL and other useful files...

Configuring with ./autogen.sh
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... and then make install (as root)

... run make ...

When ./configure completes ...

Completing the Build



Modifying Menus
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Adding or Changing Menu Items

Controlled through .desktop files

• Essentially the same for Gnome and KDE

– /opt/gnome/share/applications

– /opt/kde3/share/applications/kde

– etc.

• Special “Ximian” Categories entries for Gnome menus

– X-Ximian-Toplevel for the first level under programs

– X-Ximian-Main to stay out of “more...”

• Special “Generic” names for KDE menus

Generally packaged with associated applications



Categories contains “Office”

Categories contains “X-Ximian-Main”

Categories contains “X-Ximian-Toplevel”

Gnome Menu Example
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Gnome .desktop files

Hover Tip

Program, etc.

Menu Item Name

Menu Categories

Icon Path
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Only one application of this type

Multiple applications of this type

Program sub-menus collapse to a “generic name”
when there is only one application of a given type.

KDE Menu Example
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KDE .desktop files

Hover Tip

Program, Arguments, etc.

Generic Menu Name

Menu Categories

Icon Path

Menu Item Name
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Building Custom RPMs from 
Scratch
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RPM - The RPM Package Manager

About RPM

• Along with Debian .deb packages, one of the most 
common package formats for Linux

• Originally the Red Hat Package Manager, now a community 
project (still largely controlled by Red Hat)

• Allows you to package, distribute, install, update and 
remove software

• Not as rich as Windows alternatives, but ubiquity has its 
benefits...

More information...

• RPM “How To” - http://www.rpm.org/RPM-HOWTO/

• Red Hat RPM Guide - http://www.wiley.com
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The .spec File and rpmbuild

Information about the package you're creating

• Name, description, version, etc.

The files you want to package up

• Names, locations, permissions

Actions that need to be taken

• Before, after, etc.

The .spec file can be as simple or as complicated as you 
need...

Use rpmbuild to make RPMs with .spec files



Sample .spec File
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Building an RPM with rpmbuild
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Hooking into SuSEconfig
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SuSEconfig

SuSEconfig helps keep your configuration “sane”

• Pushes configuration stored in /etc/sysconfig out to 
various configuration files

• Run by YaST and other system management tools

• Hooking into SuSEconfig means your script will get called 
even if it is other software that has changed
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Examples

Change menu item names

• Use terms that make sense in your organization

Change menu hierarchy

• Transition issues for your particular user base

Hide menu items

• Simplify for your users without removing your tools

Changes to global configuration settings

• Meet the needs of your organization
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Script Invocation using SuSEconfig
Why you might want to do this...

Why not just tweak the RPMs?

• Changes in version numbering may cause update 
problems...

• If updates do work, they will likely blow away your 
changes...

Why not do it in firstboot configuration or with AutoYaST?

• Your changes may not be isolated to update-preserved 
configuration files, so they may get blown away during 
updates...

• You can push out updated packages, enabling you to 
change settings on the fly...



SuSEconfig modules—just shell scripts
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Make SuSEconfig Scripts “Generic”

Store Configuration Data in /etc/opt/sysconfig



Building Your Own Installation 
Media

32
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Custom Installation Set Overview

Process

• Unpack the media

• Create/update package selection files

• Overlay new packages

• Update package descriptions, indexes, etc.

• Create new CD images

More Information

• YaST Auto Installer/AutoYaST (Anas Nashif) 
http://www.suse.de/~nashif/autoinstall/
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And Create Stubs for Your New CD4

Unpack the Distribution

Files in media.n must match other media.? directories
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Adding Content to the Package Selections

Add a package selection file, then update selections and directory.yast
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And Update the Package Description Files, Indexes, etc.

Copy RPMs to the Distribution Directory



Firstboot
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Firstboot: First time setup

The YaST firstboot utility can run after installation is 
completed, and allows for easier configuration of the 
machine.

•Set timzone, 
time and date
• Set root 
password
•create new users
•Customizable for 
your company 
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Firstboot: First time setup
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Configure Firstboot for Your 
Company



Concluding Thoughts
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Other Things to Consider Changing

Tailoring the package selections...

• Minimize internal support by simplifying the installation

• Meet the needs of your organization

Removing unneeded or unwanted packages...

• Games?

• How many CDs does your distribution take?

PXE-booting in addition to/instead of your own media

• http://portal.suse.com/sdb/en/2003/06/tsieden_pxe-
install.html
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Things You Might Not Want to Change

Removing packages selected by default

• System instability may result..

Updating/changing Novell-provided packages

• Novell can't support packages it doesn't distribute

• Updates may not flow thorough properly

• Consider configuration changes or alternate package 
locations instead



Q & A
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General Disclaimer
This document is not to be construed as a promise by any participating company to 
develop, deliver, or market a product.  Novell, Inc., makes no representations or 
warranties with respect to the contents of this document, and specifically disclaims any 
express or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.  
Further, Novell, Inc., reserves the right to revise this document and to make changes to 
its content, at any time, without obligation to notify any person or entity of such 
revisions or changes. All Novell marks referenced in this presentation are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Novell, Inc. in the United States and other countries.  All third-
party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

No part of this work may be practiced, performed, copied, distributed, revised, modified, 
translated, abridged, condensed, expanded, collected, or adapted without the prior 
written consent of Novell, Inc.  Any use or exploitation of this work without authorization 
could subject the perpetrator to criminal and civil liability.
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This is a content slide…

Company Facts
• Serves 81% of the Fortune 500

• Powers more than 3.8 million servers

• Supports in excess of 80 million users worldwide

• Supports of 27,000 channel partners, 40,000 ISVs and top 
industry alliance partners



Section break slide


